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The latest update of the popular pdf
toolbox extends functionalities to
make it more comprehensive and robust
pre-press tool.

Marketplace

From Written Off
to Protability

Kodak announces its return to protability
driven by improvements in income from
continuing operations.

Learning Curve

Production Printing

is Changing

Changing demographics and greater volumes
of information is forcing production
printers to outsource.
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THE THE
BEST*
LEGACY JUST GOT
CONTINUES BETTER

Presenting The Innovative imagePRESS C10000VP
The innovative imagePRESS C10000VP takes digital color printing to the next level. It uses various proven and upgraded
Color Control technologies like Auto Gradation Adjustment, Auto Correct Color Tone,Shading Correction and Multiple Density
Adjustment Technology. This Powerful Print Engine driven by Hyper RIP Print Servers reliably delivers print speeds of up to
100 PPM and consistency at 350 GSM without compromising on Quality and offers an excellent return on investment for
busy Graphic Art environment.

Salient Features
100 PPM
Digital Color
Printing

2400 X 2400 DPI
Print Quality with
256 grey Levels

Gloss Optimized
Offset like Print
Smoothness

Media Handling
Upto 350 GSM

*Canon imagePRESS C70XXVP was voted as Winner of “Popular ColorCut Sheet Digital Press” in Print WeekIndia June 2013 Online Polls

Enhanced Texture
Media Printing

To Register For

Demo SMS "CANPP" to 575758

7th & 8th Floor, Tower-B, Building # 5, DLF Epitome, DLF Phase III, Gurgaon - 122002 Ph.: 0124-4160000 Fax: 0124-4160011
www.canon.co.in/ppp, Call: 1800 180 3366 (Toll Free) or 39010101 ( prefix your city code while calling)

210X290 mm

Supports Paper
Length Upto
762 MM
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I am sure you enjoyed celebrating the very recent Printers’ Day event by MMS,
and felicitating Ramesh Kejriwal with LTA at the event organised on February
24. We all, the Mumbai printers, surely look forward to this first and annual fix
of two back to back projects with PS18 and the LTA which tend to come up in
January and February respectively.
Let us now gear up to Seekho Aur Samjho (SaS) in its all refurbished avatar.
Yes, the SaS is rebooting itself in a fresh, new form. To start with Iqbal
Kherodawala, the project-in-charge, has plans to organise a limited edition of
only 5-6 sessions through the year, all based on different themes. The sessions
will be well defined and will deep dive to deliver over one specific mandate enhance the user’s knowledge. He will present the SaS in a new package such
that you will be expected to register at one go for the entire year – for all 5-6
sessions. This way we hope to get a more committed response from you. The
new SaS will begin from April this year. Stand by for more info.
MMS will also re-commence its Knowledge Sharing Workshops (KSW) from
March this year. ‘Printing the right colour’, ‘Know your press better’, and
‘Digital Marketing, the way forward,’ are the three interesting KSWs planned in
the immediate future.
February also witnessed the presentation of the Union Budge 2018. We
believe it was a balanced, or rather an equitable budget. It focused on the
agriculture sector; however, it had some interesting provisions and reforms for
the industry as well. First of all, we believe the lower corporate taxes will help
the industry, including the MSME sector. Also, the Budget proposed special tax
benefits for start-ups. The long-term capital gains tax has not gone down well
with a lot of critics of the Budget. However, we believe it rationalises the gains
from the equities and offers a graded tax structure. You will read the detailed
article reviewing the budget on page xx in this issue.
Milap Shah, who leads as project-in-charge for Digi Media at BMPA, is
working closely to strengthen its presence on social media platforms. Have
you noticed the revitalised and regularly updated social media presence of
your Association? If not, immediately follow @TheBmpa on Twitter and check
the Association’s page on Facebook. The two platforms offer us another
communication channel to keep in touch with you all, especially the socialmedia-savvy GenNext amongst us.
I am equally delighted to share the growing and positive traction over the
BMPA-Renaissance Print Park (Bhiwandi) project. Developer-organised site
excursions to tour the facilities this month saw a good response. With one
press owner issuing an advance for booking themselves a 50,000 sq ft facility.
Members may reach out to the BMPA Secretariat for more info and can also
connect with Saubhagyanidhi Sekseria of New Jack Printers, and project-incharge of this Print Park.

Consultant - Shripad Kulkarni (Ascharya Creative Communications)
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Union Budget 2018 and Tax Changes
A panel of consultants helps Print Bulletin from time to time
to keep you up-to-date about changes pertaining to your
print business. This time we have updates about the Goods
and Services Tax, Companies Act, and the Banking sector.

Make packaging Braille-friendly
Print Bulletin brings you a series of knowledge-filled,
quick-reference articles by K. Panthala Selvan; a UGRA
certified expert and standardisation consultant from the
Chennai-based Pressman Academy for Print Education and
Resources.

Be ‘grounded’, be safe
A power quality system analyst with over 30 years of
industry expertise, Shridhar Visvanathan, Principal
Consultant of Online Systems and the Electronic and
Electrical Safety Consultant for BMPA details the purpose,
need and the importance of ‘earthing’.
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SEND US YOUR FEEDBACK
Has something you’ve read in PRINT BULLETIN intrigued or
excited you? Write in and share it with us. We would love to
hear from you, we shall publish a selection of your responses
in the forthcoming issues.
Email us at: ex.sec@mumbaimudraksangh.org
We welcome your emails, while reserving the right to edit
them for length and clarity. By sending us your letters you
permit us to publish it in the magazine. We regret that we
cannot always reply personally to your emails.
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BMPA’ Print Summit, rebranded as just PS, provided plenty of food-for-thought, but key takeaway from all the
speakers was the process of never-ending, passionate, and lifelong learning.

PS1’18 was inaugurated by the Managing Committee members of AIFMP, BMPA, MMS, and representatives from the sponsors. (L-R) Hirofumi Hoshino of Komori India Project;
Tushar Dhote, President, MMS; Firoze Reshamwala, BMPA; Puneet Datta, Director of PPP Division at Canon India; Raveendra Joshi, Vice President (West), AIFMP; Fred
Poonawala, Chairperson, PS’18; Dev Nair, BMPA; Arvind Mardikar, Honorary General Secretary, AIFMP; AMSG Ashokan, President, AIFMP; and Mehul A. Desai, President, BMPA.

Mumbai’s print business owners and print-professionals
welcomed new year, with PS’18. Print Summit has always been
a marquee event by Bombay Master Printers’ Association (BMPA)
and it has also been the most content and feature rich event of
the year. This year was no exception. Held on January 17, 2018
at the Nehru Center Auditorium in Worli, Mumbai, the one-day,
content-rich edutainment conference provided the attendees
with plenty of learning and business networking opportunity,
and loads of entertainment.

Learning to grow together
Over the past editions of Print Summit, the event is known
for its keynotes; they have always been different, unique
and insightful. And more importantly, they have mostly been
delivered by the leaders from outside the print industry. Dr Indu
Shahani delivered the keynote at PS’18. Dr Shahani has been
a renowned thought leader and speaker with her immense
contribution in the field of education. She not only has the years
of experience of teaching, but she has been at the forefront of
reshaping the teaching and learning experience for teachers as
well as students. Tony Massey, the Vice President – International
at InnerWorkings shared insights and ideas with his experience
in advising brands on marketing execution optimisation. The
Managing Director of Spectrum Scan and BMPA’s very own Amit
Shah interacted with the PS’18 audience about ‘Value Addition
– the way forward’. Among the other speakers, Puneet Datta,
Director of PPP Division at Canon India spoke about ‘Digital
– when to invest?’ Thomas Glasser, Head of Technology, UV
Sheetfed, Siegwerk AG presented two very important topics –

‘HUV LED UV – the reality or myth?’and ‘Ink migration for food
packaging.’ Hirofumi Hoshimo, Associate Board Director, I-project
Leader at GSS Group presented his ideas about ‘Kaizen in the
pressroom’, sharing insights into boosting pressroom efficiency
and thereby strengthening the bottom line of the business. Paul
Bradley, Chief Executive of ESP colour, shared ideas that he has
implemented to enhance the efficiency of his press and business
set up to achieve the title of the world’s most efficient press.

A constant learning process
“Early response to PS’18 indicates that session on Value Addition
by the BMPA Committee and PS team-member Amit Shah hit the
Billboard score of numero-uno. The standing ovation that Amit
got for his presentation says it all.” Mehul A. Desai, President
of BMPA also adds as he summarises the PS’18 experience, “It
must also be said the Deepak Ramola’s erudite understanding
of life through experiences and connections was spectacularly
encapsulated by him.” Mr Desai, in true BMPA style, does not
forget to promise, “It is your feedback and support that motivates
us to do better each year. The BMPA is most thankful to close to
900 patrons and stakeholders of PS’18.” The PS’18 audience was
treated with a magical night of gourmet dinner, and the soulful
and rocking renditions by Manasi Scott and the band.
Like for many previous editions, PS’18 was presented by BMPA
with the able support from Komori and Canon. The other
sponsors for PS’18 included Renaissance, Huber Group, Emami,
Pratham Technologies, TechNova, Srinivas Papers, AGS, SericolFujiFilm, Joni Sales, Toyo Ink, Ample Graphics, Siegwerk and
Sona Papers.
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LEARNING MUST TRANSLATE INTO
PASSION ANd COMPASSION
dr Indu Shahani, the keynote speaker at PS’18, presented interesting ideas about student-focused innovations
in education, connecting them well with the audience from the print industry.

As the students are changing, the
teaching and learning experience
must change. Dr Shahani isn’t afraid of
embracing a humanoid robot, a cutting
edge-technology tool, to deliver lectures
to her students and offer campus
visits to the visitors in her absence.

Dr Indu Shahani, a renowned thought leader and speaker
with her immense contribution in the field of education, has
been at the forefront of reshaping the teaching and learning
experience for teachers as well as students. “It is important that
education must translate into passion and compassion. I would
want my students to be compassionate about the society and
social realities around them,” said Dr Shahani while she shared
many examples of local and national level social and socioentrepreneurial projects successfully executed by her students,
positively affecting many lives by creating opportunities for
them.

It is important that education must
translate into passion and compassion.
I would want my students to be
compassionate about the society and
social realities around them.

“The returns you will
get from the smiles of
the students will go far
beyond from the returns
you will get from selling
soaps and shampoos,”
Dr Shahani shared the
life changing advise
from her mother at a
crucial decision-making
time for her life. “It
was this realisation
that made me choose
the teaching profession
over a corporate job,”
she added. This advise
was certainly the
founding thought for
her innovative work in
the field of education
and contributions

towards society.
Her educational philosophy of passion and compassion is well
translated into practice by many of her students. Dhruv Lakra,
the founder of a very unique start-up, Mirakle Couriers is one
such bright example. His company, Mirakle, has a team of four
management staff and 64 deaf employees – 20 women for the
back office jobs, and 44-member team of field agents delivering
couriers across Mumbai.
Her her keynote, Dr Shahani said that she was pleased and
proud of being among the print-professionals. “It is your efforts
that make me impart knowledge as a teacher. You create such
wonderful learning and teaching aids, that it makes the process
and experience fun for us both, the teachers and the students.”
But she added, “now my students are changing, and so are they
demanding the change in the experience. They want their books
to be more engaging, involving, and feature rich. They want
study material to be as exciting as social
media and instant messaging.”

Dr Indu Shahani presenting her thoughts as
the keynote speaker at PS’18.
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I hAvE BEEN PAyING ATTENTION
TO WhATEvER LIFE IS TEAChING ME
deepak Ramola, Founder of Project FUEL, spoke about living life, loving self, and learning from life stories of
others.

FUEL and Deepak Ramola have documented and captured thousands of life-lessons; the
Project FUEL aims to document and share a million life-lessons.

“As a fourteen-year-old teenager, pestered for all his life by
his mother to study because she did not get a chance to go to
school after class five, I confronted my mother with a question.
Why do you ask me to study all the time when what you
teach us is what I am learning in the school. And you say, you
have not had a chance to study.” Deepak Ramola recounts the
beginning of his journey with the PS’18 audience; and he adds,
“my mother said, I did not go to school but I have been paying
attention to whatever life has had to teach me.”
That was the moment Mr Ramola got thinking about the
fact that his mother was learning from life. “I began to ask
everybody, my mother knows so much without going to school,
what do you know?” He adds, “Somewhere, each of the answer
was fascinating, weird, and a lot more than I thought.” About
three years later, Mr Ramola founded Project FUEL – Forward the
Understanding of Every Life-lesson.

What you really need to do in life is
balance, not focus. Focus is important
in life. No doubt about it, however, it
makes you win. Balance, on the other
hand, helps you support others to win
with you.

Through his journey, FUEL and Deepak Ramola have
documented and captured thousands of life-lessons; the Project
FUEL aims to document and share a million life-lessons. “Every
life is important and so is what each person’s life teaches them.
At FUEL, life lessons are continuously collected, documented,
thought about deeply and then turned into performance
activities, projects, workshops and many creative projects,”
explains Mr Ramola.
Through the journey of FUEL, he has travelled and interacted
with thousands of people from across the globe, across the
cross section of society, and he has shared the life-lessons
with hundreds and thousands of students, professionals,
policymakers through his talks, presentations and workshops
from schools, TED platforms, to a speech at the United Nations.
Sharing a life-lesson with the PS’18 participants through a
very simple yet interesting activity, Mr Ramola conveyes the
importance of balance and focus in life. “The world we live in
tells you to focus. Focus on studies. Focus on careers. Focus on
life. Promotions. Focus, focus, and focus. What you really need
to do in life is balance, not focus. Focus is important in life. No
doubt about it, however, it makes you win. Balance, on the
other hand, helps you support others to win
with you,” he says.

Scan the QR code to watch Deepak Ramola’s
presentation at PS’18.
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vALUE AddITION IS ThE FUTURE
For far too long, Indian advertising has not changed a lot because we have not value added enough – that’s the
hard-hitting truth and advise from Amit Shah at the PS’18.

Receiving a standing ovation, Amit Shah’s presentation not only called spade a spade, but shared
real-life examples of innovation and value addition to brands by the print-industry.

The Managing Director of Spectrum Scan and BMPA’s very own
Amit Shah interacted with the PS’18 audience about ‘Value
Addition – the way forward’. Tracking the journey of advertising
and printed marketing materials from the pre-independence
era in India, Mr Shah showcased how the marketeers and
businesses in India have always embraced the latest, the best,
and the cutting edge of the global marketing and advertising
technologies.
“If you look closely, we are still doing the same old thing
that the earlier generation is doing. Why would it excite our
customers and their customers?” Pointing at the changing
customer profile in the market, Mr Shah said, “It is important
that we give the end users something exciting, attractive and
add value to our customers’ business. That is when we shall
be able to raise our bar and be their partners in concept and
business, and not mere vendors.”

It is important that we give the end
users something exciting, attractive
and add value to our customers’
business.

Mr Shah shared plenty of visual examples of his work, besides
the work of his competitors from the market, highlighting
how thinking-out-of-the-box and executing uniquely different
jobs helps printers add value to their clients’ business and
strengthen their own profitability in the long run. “In this
highly commodified business, value addition is the only
differentiation for each and every one of us. One can replicate
your infrastructure, but nobody can steal your ideas...they will
always be remembered as your products,” Mr Shah shared the
most important reason why he considers value addition to be
the way forward for the print industry.
The best of Mr Shah’s sharing was a small, pocket-sized
calendar carrying a PS’18 logo on one side and the
2018-calendar on the other. At a first glance, and for ever
experienced printers amongst to audience, the calendar seemed
like a piece of laminated paper; perhaps made with superior
quality control. It was when Mr Shah revealed the process, that
the audience understood and appreciated the innovation – the
card did not have any paper, and the process involved printing
on a piece of plastic film with multiple printing technologies,
inks, foils and finishing. The multi-step, and multi-process cardcalendar is not only beautiful to look at but definitely enhances
the brand image with presenting the PS’18
brand with a utilitarian and beautifully
made quality product.

Scan the QR code to watch Amit Shah
speaking about value addition at PS’18.
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The Gala Night presented
by Manasi Scott and the
band proved to be a magical
evening of gourmet dinner
and soulful and rocking
renditions.

Raffle Wins are among the big
attractions at PS’18. This year
the winners won Apple iPads and
iPhone8s, and Amazon Echo Dots.
The winners include Sanjay Sawant,
Vishal Goud, Amkit Tanna, Kapil Dev,
Vinay Salaskar and more.

Members of the Team PS bond like a family and volunteer to organise and coordinate the excellent annual event year after year.
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AGGREGATE OR NOT,
ThAT’S NOT ThE QUESTION
Tony Massey, the vice President – International at InnerWorkings shared insights and ideas with his
experience in advising brands on marketing execution optimisation.
Like many other fields, e-commerce and aggregation business
model is changing print too. European and the US markets have
already started working closely with the aggregators to strengthen
their print businesses. The print-aggregators are here to stay
and are reshaping the market dynamics in the print industry. To
understand this trend from the professional at the helm of the
affairs of a prominent print aggregator, InnerWorkings Inc.
“Aggregators and brand managers have evolved over the past
years. We are maturing and becoming more efficient with our
processes.” Tony Massey, the Vice President – International

Aggregators and brand managers
have evolved over the past years. We
are maturing and becoming more
efficient with our processes.

at InnerWorkings added, “It is important to understand
the business and the market to be able to benefit from the
aggregation model in any industry.”
Mr Massey adds, “The high percentage of corporate clients
consider print management organisations to manage
their workflow. On the other hand, the buyers using print
management services outperform their peers.” For the reference,
it is important for us to understand the the ‘buyers’ are the print
organisations with reference to the management organisations
or the aggregators, as we understand them here. Undoubtedly
these business models have evolved much rapidly and into
mature business models in some of the advanced markets of the
world, unlike here in India. “Not just in terms of cost but also
in terms of value add the print management works best for the
clients, however, so far the business model has worked in the
markets with higher margins,” stresses Mr Massey.
He sees India as one of the potential markets for print
management services, however, he also admits that the country
with its high competition and thin margins will need to evolve
its own business model; the existing print management models
successful around the world may not work here in this market.
“We are an evolving business ourselves. We are learning each
day with our clients and buyers,” he says.
InnerWorkings is over a billion-dollar marketing execution firm,
based out of Chicago, USA. This NASDAQ-listed company works
with Fortune500 organisations to develop their international
marketing activities outside the US.

Tony Massey, the Vice President – International at InnerWorkings,
presented the case for print management services, and made the
printers at PS’18 aware of this innovative and evolving business model
of the future, that will hit Indian shores sooner than later.

Scan the QR code to watch Tony Massey
presenting the case for print aggregators at
PS’18.
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LET US UNdERSTANd
ThE hUv-LEd INk BETTER
Thomas Glasser, head of Technology, Uv Sheetfed, Siegwerk AG, focused his presentations on two things:
educating the audience about hUv inks and the issues of ink migration in food packaging.

The conventional inks and the UV-cured inks act quite differently.
When the HUV ink technology hit the market, it created a hype
with its almost unbelievable capabilities including speed, and
the wide range of applications. Thomas Glasser, however, wished
to present some facts about these technologies to educate the
audience, and help them make the right choice.
“HUV-LED inks offer great speed because the process of drying
happens almost instantaneously with HUV exposure. The
technology also makes us somewhat substrate independent,
unlike the conventional offset inks,” says Mr Glasser. The ink
curing and drying happens in the press so substrate solvency does
not matter as much as it does with the conventional inks.

HUV-LED inks offer great speed
because the process of drying
happens almost instantaneously
with HUV exposure. The
technology also makes us
somewhat substrate independent,
unlike the conventional offset inks.

HUV inks also help printers overcome the shortcomings of the
conventional offset process. “In the increasingly demanding
market today, finishing quality is of paramount importance.
Because the ink is cured and dried, it emerges our of the press
as a cured film on the substrate; including the matt papers.
The issues of blocks and rubbing is thus eliminated with these
inks,” highlights Mr Glasser. Later he explained the differences
between conventional inks, conventional UV inks and the HUV
LED inks, highlighting the efficiency and speed of HUV-LED.
Speaking about ink migration in the food packaging, he stressed
that with advancements in HUV-LED, food packaging printers
are already fast adapting the technology. Lower temperatures
of LED and low migration inks not only meet but exceed
the demands for safety in food packaging. World over, the
customers are increasingly investing in the HUV-LED technology
and thus, offset technology is being redefined to meet the
demands of the modern and highly regulated packaging
standards.

Scan the QR code to watch Thomas Glasser
talk about HUV-LED and inks in food
migration at PS’18.

Thomas Glasser focused on presenting facts to bust the myths surrounding
HUV-LED UV Inks and their application in food packaging.
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Puneet datta, director, PPP division, Canon India, as usual presented facts and figures to help the PS’18
audience correct their perception of the digital technologies.
“If you look at the BMPA PS’18 logo, the two logos are
presented side by side. I could end my presentation, concluding
that the offset and digital coexist and will always coexist,”
Puneet Datta began his presentation by pointing out at the
two logos – Komori and Canon – supporting the PS’18.
Highlighting the Canon’s internal research, Mr Datta said that
unlike the global markets, Indian print industry has positioned
itself differently in the offset-digital divide. “In India, for over a
decade, offset and digital have been growing side by side,” he
adds.
In the foreseeable future, the offset will not die and the digital
will not exist as the only technology. Mr Datta highlighted the
changing global trends driven by online social media platforms,
including Facebook and WhatsApp, Amazon Prime and Nexflix,
and so on. These platforms are increasingly being booted and
supported by higher data speeds, increasing data consumption,
and customisation and personalisation. “Digital is all about
shifting from mass to customisation, to personalisation,” Mr
Datta hits the bulls eye.
Linking printing and digital behaviour of the consumers and
marketeers, Mr Datta highlighted that “external forces will drive
how the business run and change their strategies to survive and

Puneet Datta is known in the industry for presenting facts and figures and deriving
interesting insights from numbers; PS’18 presentation was no exception.

evolve in the market.” Foe example, higher use for a particular
digital platform, Facebook for example, will drive advertising
to the platform. Similarly, the “print volumes will be driven by
how the customer-experience may be able to deliver value of the
print-industry customers.”

“Value addition to the paper to define and deliver a better
customer experience is the future for the print industry, and
digital will help you deliver innovations to the customers,”
assured Mr Datta. He, however, advised, “the change is coming.
You will have to challenge the status quo. Whether you embrace
the change or not will define the future of your business.”

Digital is all about shifting
from mass to customisation,
to personalisation.

Scan the QR code to watch Puneet
Datta assure the PS’18 audience of their
investment in digital technology.
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LOST PROdUCTIvITy IS
LOST OPPORTUNITy
hirofumi hoshino of India Project at komori, shared insights into kaizen in the pressroom with the PS’18
audience.
Japanese business philosophy of continuous improvement
or Kaizen is known to the global business community. First
popularised by Toyota Motor Company, many global businesses
are achieving better business outcomes and quality practices
based on the Japenese wisdom and learning of implementing
Kaizen in a wide variety of industries.
Print industry is influenced by Japanese technology; Komori
is definitely one of the frontrunners among the technology
providers to the printing and packaging industry across the
world. Hirofumi Hoshino, a veteran print-technology professional
and from Komori, presented the basics of Kaizen for pressroom
to help printers in India improve continuously. “India’s GDP is
growing at a phenomenal rate. India is also an important market
for Komori. The Offset market also is growing in India, however,
our internal research shows us that pressroom efficiency here
is low.” Mr Honino adds, “While two third of the time is not
producing print, India’s pressrooms are loosing on business
opportunities.” Due to downtimes, maintenance, lack of
coordination between presses and supplies or finishing stream,
but the non-print hours are significant. And these eat into the
profits of a print business.
How can one increase the production hours in a print business?
“We must resort to preventive strategies than the corrective
ones.” Mr Hoshino explains, “We know certain pressroom
parts have stipulated life. Through the life cycle of the part
the performance drops before the part fails. If we can monitor
and service or replace the part before it fails or breaks down,
we shall not only save on the expensive maintenance costs
but we shall also be able to sustain the top-notch, high-speed
performance delivering the best possible quality.”
Expanding on the idea, Mr Hoshino also advised the audience

We know certain pressroom parts have
stipulated life. Through the life cycle of
the part the performance drops before
the part fails. If we can monitor and
service or replace the part before it fails
or breaks down.

Mr Hoshino advised the PS’18 audience to follow checks and balances for upstream
and downstream processes, and if possible, automation of the processes.

to follow checks and balances for upstream and downstream
processes, and if possible, automation of the processes.
Comparative data with other high-performance global markets
that he presented show how different market is adopting
the Kaizen in pressroom to continuously evolve and be more
efficient in all aspects of the production. Key learning from
his presentation was simple: monitor, analyse, anticipate,
and correct the resources in your business to adopt Kaizen for
continuous improvement in your pressroom.

Scan the QR code to watch Puneet
Datta assure the PS’18 audience of their
investment in digital technology.
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Union Budget 2018 and Tax Changes
A panel of consultants helps Print Bulletin from time to time to keep you up-to-date about changes pertaining
to your print business. This time we have updates about the Goods and Services Tax, Companies Act, and the
Banking sector.
IT and Budget update
Budget proposals for tax rates
Though there is no change in non-corporate
(Individual, Hindu-undivided family, partnership
firm and limited liability partnership) income tax
rates, the corporate tax rates have witnessed a
significant revision.
In case of domestic companies, the rate of
income tax shall be 25% of the total income in
the total turnover or the gross receipts of the
previous year 2016-17 do not exceed ₹250/crores; in all other cases the rate of income tax
shall be 30%.
The existing Education CESS and the Secondary
and Higher Secondary Education CESS at the rate
of 2% and 1% respectively shall be replaced by Health
and Education CESS at the rate of 4% in case of all assesses.
No marginal relief will be allowed for the new CESS.

Budget proposals for the salaried tax payers
•

Introduction of the ‘flat standard deduction of r40,000/- for
all employees.

•

Earlier exemption in respect of transport allowance –
r1,600/- per month or r19,200/- per annum – and the
reimbursement of medical expenses – r15,000/- per annum
– aggregating to r32,200/- is withdrawn.

GST data reveals 50% increase in number of Indirect Taxpayers Economic Survey saysMaharashtra, Gujarat, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu and Telangana account for 70% of India’s
exports India’s internal trade in goods and services is 60% of GDP. Image: dnaindia.com

d) Insertion of a new section 43CB to provide that profits
arising from a construction contract or a contract providing
services shall be determined on the basis of percentage of
completion method, except for certain service contracts,
and that the contract revenue shall include retention money,
and contract cost shall not be reduced by incidental interest,
dividend and capital gains.
e) Further proposed to amend section 145A of the Act to
provide that, for profits and gains of business or profession:

•

Transport allowance in case of differently abled persons
remains unchanged.

The value of
inventory

•

Net deduction to salaried employees is r5,800/-

The valuation of
Shall be adjusted to include the amount of
purchase and sale any tax, duty, CESS or fee actually paid or
of goods or services incurred by the assessee to bring the goods
and of inventory
or services to the place of its location and
condition as on the date of valuation.

Budget proposals for business and profession income
computation and disclosure standards
Income computation and disclosure standards (ICDS) provisions
provided in the notification are now proposed to be made a part
of the statute by the following amendments in the act:
a) Insertion of new section 36(1)(xviii) to provide allowability
of marked to market loss or other expected loss as per
ICDS;

Lower of actual cost or net realisable value
computed as per ICDS

Inventory being
Shall be valued at actual cost as per ICDS
securities not listed,
or listed but not
quoted
Inventory being
listed securities,

Shall be valued at lower or the actual cost
or net realisable value category-basis.

b) Insertion of new section 40A(13) to provide disallowance
of market to market loss or other expected loss covered
in, except 36(1)(xviii);

Insertion of a new section 145B, to propose

c) insertion of a new section 43AA to provide any gain or loss
arising on account of effects of changes in foreign exchange
rates in respect of specified foreign currency transactions
shall be treated as income or loss, as per the ICDS.

•

Interest received by an assessee on compensation or on
enhanced compensation, shall be taxable on receipt basis.

•

The claim for escalation of price in a contract or export
incentives shall be deemed to be the income of the
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previous year, in which,
reasonable certainty of its
realisation is achieved.
•

The subsidy or grant or
cash assistant deemed
to be the income of the
previous year in which iti
s received, if not charged
to income tax for any
earlier previous year.

Section 44AE
Amended for large capacity/
size goods carriage vehicles
as: in case of heavy goods vehicle (more than 12 MT gross
vehicle weight deemed income at r1,000/- per tonne of gross
vehicle weight or unladen weight, as the case may be, per
month or part of a month for each goods vehicle or the amount
claimed to be actually earned by the assessee, whichever is
higher.

Conversion of stock in trade in capital assets
Earlier section 45(2) covers conversion of capital assets into
stock in trade, not the reverse scenario also brought under tax
net, that is, conversion of stock in trade into capital assets.
Section 28 amended so as to provide that any profit of
grains arising from conversion of inventory into capital asset
or its treatment as capital asset shall be charged to tax as
business income. The fair market value of the inventory on
the date of conversion shall be deemed to be the full value
of the consideration received. Consequently corresponding
amendments proposed in Section 2(24), 2(42A), and 49.

In case of domestic companies, the rate of income tax shall be 25% of the total income
in the total turnover or the gross receipts of the previous year 2016-17 do not exceed ₹250/crores; in all other cases the rate of income tax shall be 30%. Image: Nick Youngson,
Alpha Stock Images - http://alphastockimages.com/CC BY-SA 3.0 002:

•

LTCG will be computed without giving effect of indexation.

•

Cost of acquisition in respect of the long-term capital asset
acquired by the assessee before the February 1, 2018 shall
be the higher of – the actual cost of acquisition of fair
market value, that is the highest quoted market price on the
January 31, 2018.

•

No benefit of deduction under chapter VI A against such
capital gain.

•

Rebate u/s 87A will be allowed.

Budget proposals – income from other sources
Application of dividend distribution tax (DDT) to deemed
dividend u/s 2(22)(e).

Budget proposals related to Long-Term Capital Gains

Now DDT chargeable u/s 115-O also include dividend u/s 2(22)
(e) in the hands of the company at 30%, without gross up.

New regime for taxation of long-term capital gains (LTCG) on
sale of equity shares, etc., with effect from April 1, 2018.

The proposed DDT structure is:

Section 112A proposed to be inserted and a new proviso to
Section 10(38) inserted.
It is proposed to withdraw the exemption granted to LTCG on
listed equity shares under Section 10(38), and to introduce a
new section 112A in the Act to provide that LTCG arising from
transfer of a long-term capital asset being an equity share in
a company or a unit of an equity oriented fund or a unit of
a business trust shall be taxed at 10% of such capital gains
exceeding one lakh rupees.

Concession rate of 10% will be subject to the following
conditions:
•

In case of equity shares, STT has been paid on both,
acquisition and transfer of such capital asset, that is
purchase and sales.

•

In case of unit of equity oriented mutual fund, STT has been
paid on transfer of such capital asset ‘fair market value’ and
‘equity oriented fund’ defined.
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Dividend covered u/s 2(22)(a) DDT at 15% with gross up
to u/s 2(22)(d)
Dividend covered u/s 2(22)(e) DDT at 30% without gross up

Widening the scope of accumulated profits for the
purposes of dividends
To curb abusive arrangements in order to escape liability of
paying tax on disturbed profits whereby companies with large
accumulated profits adopt the amalgamation route to reduce
capital and circumvent the provisionso f sub-clause (d) of clause
(22) of Section 2 of the Act.
Proposed to insert a new Explanation 2A in Section 2(22) of
the act to widen the scope of the term ‘accumulated profits’
so as to provide that in the case of an amalgmated company,
accumulated profits, whether capitalised or not, or losses as the
case may be, shall be increased by the accumulated profits
of the amalgamating company, whether capitalised or not,
on the date of amalgamation.

Dividend distribution tax on dividend payouts to unit
holders in an equity-oriented fund
To provide a level playing field between growth-oriented funds
and dividend paying funds, it is proposed to amend the said
section to provide that where any income is distributed by a
Mutual Fund being, an equity oriented fund, the mutual fund
shall be liable to pay additional income tax at the rate of
10% on income so distributed.

Measures to promote start-ups u/s 80-IAC
Section 80-IAC of the Act provides that deduction on this section
shall be available to an eligible start-up for three consecutive
assessment years out of the seven years at the option of the
assessee. In order to improve the effectiveness of the scheme
for promoting start-ups in India, it is proposed to make the
following changes:
Particulars

Existing provisions

Proposed provisions

Eligibility
On or after April 1,
w.r.t.
2016 but before April
incorporation 1, 2019.

On or after April 1, 2016
but before April 1, 2021.

Turnover
Does not exceed r25/requirement crores in any previous
year beginning on or
after April 1, 2016 and
ending on March 31,
2021.

Does not exceed
r25/- crores in any
seven previous years
commencing from the
date of incorporation.

Eligibility
business
definition
enhanced

Engaged in innovation,
development or
improvement of
products or processes or
services, or a scalable
business model with
a high potential of
employment generation
of wealth creation.

Engaged in innovation,
development,
deployment or
commercialisation
of new products,
processes or services
driven by technology or
intellectual property.

Banking update
Gross NPA may rise by March 2018
As per the ASOCHAM-CRISIL joint study, gross non-performing
assets (NPAs) in Indian banks are expected to rise to r9.5 lakh
crores by March 2018, from r8 lakh crores last year. High level
of stressed assets in the banking industry provides enormous
opportunity for Asset Reconstruction Companies (ARCs) which
play an important role in NPA resolution process. But owing to
capital constrains, growth of ARCs is expected to come down
significantly.

Banks request RBI to allow them to spread losses over
two quarters
A group of state owned banks (including SBI) has approached
Reserve Bank of India (RBI) seeking exemption from recognising

mark-to-market losses on their government bond portfolios in
December quarter. They have requested RBI to allow them to
spread these losses over two quarters, ending December and
March. The sudden surge in yields has resulted in mark-tomarket losses for many public sector banks.
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Unclaimed bank deposits corss r8,000 crore
Unclaimed deposits of bank account holders have crossed a
record of r8,000/- crores, with strictier KYC norms making
withdrawal of the funds difficult special in cases of death claims
unless the next of the kin of the deceased can establish the
legitimacy of their claims. According to the latest report released
by RBI, r8,864/- crore is lying unclaimed in 2.63 lakh accounts
with all banks.

Bank protectinon or depositor loot? Here are the clear
answers
The Financial Resolution and Deposit Insurance (FRDI) Bill, 2017
created much mass hysteria among the people. We answer the
most important questions concerning the people.
Q: What is FRDI Bill?
A: The Financial Resolution and Deposit Insurance Bill (FRDI)
aims to set up a resolution corporation which will monitor
financial companies, categorise them as per their risk profiles
and step in to prevent them from going bankrupts by writing
down their liabilities.
Q: Why is it being feared by general people?
A: The fear stems from the bill’s bail-in clause which empowers
the resolution corporation to rescue a failing financial institution
through the help of creditors and depositors money. Bail-in
is, however, one of the many options to rescue a financial
institution on the brink of failure.
Q: How much of depositors money
can be used to bail-in?
A: Barring money which is insured, rest of the money can be
subjected to bail-in clause. However, bail-in can be invoked only
if you had given prior consent at the time of signing the deposit
forms. Even today, only a small amount of r1 lakh of bank
deposits is insured in case of a bank going bankrupt.
Q: Isn’t insurance coverage of
R 1 lakh for deposits quite less?
A: Yes, but that might change by setting up new deposit
insurance limit.
Q: How can you reduce your risk?
A: As of now, there is no need to panic as banks in India in last
50 years have hardly been liquidated. However, you can cut your
risk by diversifying your deposits across banks, if you hold large
sums above the new insurance limit.
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Q: what Finance Minister
has to say, in this matter?
A: Finance Minister Arun Jaitley on Monday said the government
will fully protect bank deposits of the public in an attempt to
allay fears over a clause in the new financial resolution and
deposit insurance (FRDI) Bill that is seen by some experts as a
potential danger to funds held in savings accounts. Jaitley said
the government’s massive ₹2.11 lakh crore plan to infuse capital
into public sector banks was to strengthen them and there was
no question of any bank failing. If any such situation arises, the
government will fully protect the deposits made by customers.
The government is very clear about it, he added.

RBI sets up fraud helpline to create awareness
RBI Helpline Number for Online Fraud Complaint has been
launched by Reserve Bank Of India. Now a days it has become
very much common that people use to call us and says that we
are calling from your bank and kindly share your bank account
details such as Card number, CVV, ATM PIN, Account number,
OTP and many more.
Please note that neither bank nor RBI never ever ask for these
type of confidential information which can lead to a financial
transaction from your bank account. In such incidents, cheaters
offers lure and demands a fee for the lottery or issue of reward
money.
RBI Helpline Number is launched to let the people know about
the complete process of getting help. The victim can lodge
the complaint to RBI against Fraud Calls and any other illegal
activity.

RBI Online Fraud Customer Care and Helpline

RBI Missed Call Helpline Number has been launched to create
awareness against Online Fraud, Fake calls and messages/
emails posing that you have won a huge amount thereby
asking the confidential banking details of the customer such as
OTP received on registered mobile number, ATM PIN, Internet
Banking Password, Credit/Debit Card Number etc. and then the
fraudulent withdraws all your hard earned money.
People also receive messages and e-mails in the name of RBI
that you won 2 crore or 3 crore rupees, Kindly share your details
with us and you will soon receive the money in 24 Hours. In
these e-mails that you receive in the name of Reserve Bank of
India or its governor also contains the signature of RBI governor
in it.
These Fraud and fake calls are also given to the cyber cell and
local police station that from where these calls and messages
and e-mails are been generated. By this RBI helpline number,
RBI helpline number and messages will save the customers from
fraud.
People are here by informed that the Reserve Bank or its
governor or government does not make such e-mails, messages
or calls at any time.
The Reserve bank of India has started the Helpline Number
+91-8691960000 for extended information and help. After a
missed call at this number the customers will receive the call
or message from RBI in which the details are given in relation
to such activities and also awareness regarding the RBI Sachet
Portal will be created.
Apart from this, you can also call on the RBI customer care
number 022-22660500 for Help. The customer can call on this
customer care number and the timings are Monday to Friday10-00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. & Saturday- 10-00 a.m. to 1-30 p.m.

Companies Act
and Legal
Re-engineering
the process
of name
reservation,
and allotment
of DIN

RBI Helpline Number – +91-8691960000 – is launched to let the people know about the complete process of getting help. The victim
can lodge the complaint to RBI against Fraud Calls and any other illegal activity. Image: Nichalp, Wikimedia Commons, CC BY-SA 3.0
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Ministry of
Corporate Affairs
(MCA) is in the
process of revising
the incorporation
and Director
Identification
Number (DIN)
filing accordingly
some important
updates are as
below:

Name Reservation MCA is proactively designing a Front
Office service (replacing INC-1 e-form
with web-form) for Name Reservation
and Change of Name for companies
capturing only absolutely essential
information from the applicants. The said
service was likely to be rolled out on
January 26, 2018.

•

Now only one form under Reserve Unique Name (“RUN”)
facility. There will no chance to resubmit. Proposed name
may be approved or rejected with requisite reasons.

•

There will a time limit of 20 days to file incorporation
papers.

•

Filing fees for new company incorporation till Authorised
Share Capital of r10 lakhs is waived.

•

Those proposed directors who do not have a DIN will get an
opportunity to apply for DIN at the time of incorporation.

It has been advised that in cases where
names have been reserved using INC-1,
they may use SPICe for incorporation
immediately, latest by January 17, 2018.
It is requested that SPICe should be
filed with due care as it will be allowed
only one resubmission with has to be
completed latest by January 25, 2018.

•

Only one chance will be given for resubmission and to rectify
defects.

•

No new DIN applications can be processed till March 31,
2018 separately in Form DIR3. A new process is being
introduced.

SPICe shall be mandated for
incorporation of companies w.e.f. January
26, 2018, necessary changes shall be
incorporated for Producer Companies in
this form.

GST Portal updated in functionalities

INC-1 is no more available for filing from
January 6, 2018. However, resubmission
of INC-1 was allowed till 23.59 hrs. of
January 11, 2018.
Incorporation of
companies

Further, INC-7 form is likely to be
discontinued w.e.f. January 10, 2018
and to mandate SPICe (with necessary
provision for incorporating Producer
Companies) as the only form for
incorporation of companies w.e.f. January
26, 2018.
DIR-3 (Application
for allotment of
DIN)

Effects of these amendments and changes

DIN allotment shall be done at the time
of their appointment as Directors (if they
do not possess a DIN) in companies.
DIR-3 (Application for DIN) would be
applicable for the allotment of DIN
to individuals in respect of existing
companies only, and shall be filed by the
existing company in which the proposed
Director is to be approved.
Further, DINsto the proposed first
Directors in respect of new companies
would be mandatorily required to be
applied for in SPICe forms (subject to a
ceiling of three new DINs) only.
DIR-3 shall be modified permitting
allotment of upto two new DINs (since
SPICe provides for upto three new DINs)
only in respect of ‘Producer Companies.’
To facilitate corresponding changes
in LLP e-forms, duet to depreciation
of DIR-3, allotment of new DINs for
Designated Partners/Partners of LLP shall
be temporarily suspended w.e.f. January
26, 2018.
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GST Update

Returns
• Deemed Export details with payment of CGST and SGST can
now be shown in Form GSTR-1.
• Features in Form GST ITC-04 filing has been enhanced, to
allow multiple entries of items covered by a single challan.

Miscellaneous
A new feature has been added in the Pre-login search facility of
Taxpayer on GST Portal. Now along with the taxpayer details
and jurisdiction, last five returns filing status of taxpayers will
also be available, in pre-login search menu.

GST Tax: observations basis the Economic Survey 2018
A preliminary analysis of the Goods and Services Tax (GST)
data reveals that there has been a 50% increase in the number
of indirect taxpayers, besides a large increase in voluntary
registrations, especially by small enterprises that buy from large
enterprises and want to avail themselves of Input Tax Credits
(ITC).
The Economic Survey 2017-18 presented in Parliament by the
Union Minister of Finance and Corporate Affairs, Shri Arun
Jaitley informs that as on December 2017, there were 9.8 million
unique GST registrants slightly more than the total Indirect Tax
registrants under the old system (where many taxpayers were
registered under several taxes).
Therefore, adjusting the base for double and triple counting, the
GST has increased the number of unique indirect taxpayers by
more than 50% –a substantial 3.4 million. The profile of new
filers is interesting of their total turnover, business-to-consumer
(B2C) transactions account for only 17% of the total. The bulk of
transactions are business-to-business (B2B) and exports, which
account for 30-34% apiece.
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There are about 1.7 million registrants who
were below the threshold limit (and hence
not obliged to register) who nevertheless
chose to do so. Indeed, out of the total
estimated 71 million non-agriculture
enterprises, it is estimated that around 13%
are registered under the GST. Maharashtra,
UP, Tamil Nadu and Gujarat are the States
with the greatest number of GST registrants.
UP and West Bengal have been large
increases in the number of tax registrants
compared to the old tax regime. It also
underlines that the distribution of the GST
base among the States is closely linked to
the size of their economies, allaying fears of
major producing States that the shift to the
new system would undermine their tax collections.
Dwelling on the subject of International Trade, Inter-state Trade
and Economic Prosperity, the Survey points out for the first
time in India’s history that five States – Maharashtra, Gujarat,
Karnataka, Tamil Nadu and Telangana – account for 70% of
India’s exports. New data on the international exports of States
suggests a strong correlation between export performance and
States’ standard of living. Last year Survey had estimated that
India’s Inter-State trade in goods was between 30% and 50%
of GDP. But the GST data suggests that India’s internal trade in
goods and services (excludes non-GST goods and services) is
actually even higher and is about 60% of GDP.
The survey based on new GST data also provides a close look at
the firm-level exports and states that India’s exports are unusual
in that the largest firms account for a much smaller share of
exports than in other comparable countries. Export concentration
by firms is much lower in India than in the US, Germany, Brazil,
or Mexico. The top one percent of firms accounted for 72%,
68%, 67% and 55% of exports in Brazil, Germany, Mexico, and
USA respectively but only 38% in the case of India. Similarly,
the top 5% accounted for 91%, 86%, 91% and 74% in those
countries, compared with 59% in India and the top 25% of firms
accounted for 99%, 98%, 99% and 93% in those countries, as
opposed to 82% in India.
Referring to India’s formal sector, especially formal non-farm
payroll, the Survey says it is substantially greater than currently
believed. Formality defined in terms of social security provision
yields an estimate of formal sector payroll of about 31% of the
non-agricultural work force; formality defined in terms of being
part of the GST net suggests a formal sector payroll share of
53%.
The Chapter titled “ A New, Exciting Bird’s-Eye View of the
Indian Economy Through the GST” sums up that most of the
discussions in the run-up to the GST centered on the size of
the tax base, and its implications for the Revenue Neutral Rate
(RNR). The RNR Committee had estimated a base of r68.8 lakh
crore and the GST Council had estimated a base of r65.8 lakh
crore. Current data suggest that the GST tax base (excluding
exports) is r65-70 lakh crore, broadly similar to these two

previous estimates. Based on the average collections in the
first few months, the implied weighted average collection
rate (incidence) is about 15.6%. So, as estimated by the RNR
committee, the single tax rate that would preserve revenue
neutrality is between 15% to 16%.

Disclaimer: The information shared in this article is personal
understanding of the contributors, and shall not be used as
a conclusive material. The content stated/mentioned here is
subject to changes by the respective Government/Authorities
under the applicable laws. The contributors or the BMPA-MMS
shall not be liable for any direct or indirect damages caused to
any person acting solely based up the information shared herein
the article. Team Print Bulletin suggests the readers to draw their
conclusions after taking into consideration various other relevant
sections, rules to be notified from time to time and applicable
compliance standards, guidance notes and other notifications
and amendments notified from time to time.

Scan the QR Code to download Banking related
complete update report.

Scan the QR Code to download Companies Act
and Legal related complete update report.

Scan the QR Code to download EXIM and
FEMA related complete update report.

Scan the QR Code to download GST related
complete update report.
Scan the QR Code to download Income Tax and
Budget related complete update report.
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Make packaging Braille-friendly
Print Bulletin brings you a series of knowledge-filled, quick-reference articles by K. Panthala Selvan; a UGRA
certified expert and standardisation consultant from the Chennai-based Pressman Academy for Print Education
and Resources.
In the first article of the
series ‘Make packaging
Braille-friendly’, we
learned about the
need of Braille-friendly
pharmaceutical
packaging and various
standards across the
world. In this article
we learn more about
the specifics of Braille
printing, including the
types of forming, fonts
and forms, and more.

Braille font with alphabets and numbers according to Marburd Medium font standard. Image: www.pharmabraille.com

What should I refer as
a guideline or standard for pharmaceutical Braille?
The following sources may be used for any references and
clarification when inscribing Braille on pharmaceutical products.
•

European Standard Developments – CEN. Standard EN
15823. To know more, visit https://www.cen.eu/Pages/
default.aspx

•

EBU European Braille Guidance. To know more, visit https://
www.pharmabraille.com/european-Braille-guidance/
introduction-to-european-Braille-guidance/

•

International Association of Die-cutting and Die-making. To
know more, visit http://www.iadd.org/

•

Local Braille authorities for the countries you distribute in.
The International Blindness Agencies Directory available
at https://www.pharmabraille.com/support/internationalblindness-agencies-directory/ can help to identify Braille
organisations for each country.

What should I keep in mind while printing Braille on
products for various European and North American
countries?
One must understand that your Braille-inscribed products must
adhere to the standards that the consumer country follows.
Each country follows a different Braille code and the Braille
codes also change from language to language so it is important
to use the right code to create Braille in your product. It is
recommended to proofread the Braille code with a professional
who is well versed in Braille.
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•

All names must be written in full (Grade 1) Braille; no
contractions are to be used.

•

Uppercase indicators are omitted.

•

Letters and symbols must be formed in Braille according to
the national standard in the country/countries where the
product is marketed or consumed.s

•

Trademark symbols should be omitted unless required for
legal purposes.

For the products with English in the USA or Canada, Unified
English Braille (UEB) Code is followed.
Unified English Braille (UEB) is based on Standard English
Braille (SEB), with some significant changes. These changes are
designed to take away ambiguity and provide a Braille code for
the entire English-speaking world.
The Braille authorities of Australia, Canada, New Zealand,
Nigeria, South Africa, Ireland, the UK and the USA have adopted
UEB as their primary Braille code. It has Braille codes for
alphabets from A-Z, numbers, special characters, fractions, units,
and more. It also includes code for capitalisation, but it need not
be used unless absolutely required, for example, when using
Braille to represent elements in the periodic table such as Na for
Sodium, Mg for magnesium and so on.

What are the types of forming Braille?
There are several ways to provide the medicine package with
the Braille labelling. The most common are:

PRINTBULLETIN

Embossing
Embossing involves
the use of a male die
and a female die. The
substrate for the carton
or the label is placed
between two dies and
a force is applied to
create the Braille dots.
During the production
process it is common
and economical to use
tooling which both
embosses the Braille
and cuts/creases the
substrate for the pack.
This is a single pass
process. This process can
easily be used with polymer films above a certain caliper. It is
also possible to apply the Braille and cut/crease the substrate in
separate operations using separate cut/crease and Braille tooling,
essentially creating a two-pass process.

Screen printing
This process can be used on different substrates such as paper,
carton board and polymers. The integration of Braille fonts onto
packaging components is normally treated as an additional
colour and printed using screen technology. The dots are usually
transparent to not affect the legibility of the graphics and text
underneath. UV cured inks can be used to print the Braille dots.
Integral Braille
Containers may be manufactured incorporating Braille in their
structure. They are added in the mould and are mainly used in
primary packages like PET bottles for tonics, sometimes in blister
packs, and more.
Adhesive labels

Braille embossing. Image: http://www.ibrandcare.com/Braille-packaging-india

Braille Transcription
It is possible to transcribe Braille by simply substituting the
equivalent Braille character for its printed equivalent, such a
character-by-character transcription, known as Grade 1 or uncontracted Braille. It is recommended for pharmaceutical and
medicines packaging. However, the Braille alphabets, numbers
and symbols of Grade 1 differ around the world. Refer to the
Braille codes area for more information on country codes.
Braille characters are much larger than their printed equivalents,
and the standard 28 cm × 28 cm page has room for only 25
lines of 40 characters. To reduce space and increase reading
speed, virtually all Braille books are transcribed in what is
known as Grade 2 Braille, which uses a system of contractions
to reduce spacing and speed up the process of reading.

Braille can be incorporated onto adhesive labels which are
subsequently applied to packaging during the manufacture
of the medicinal product. These can be produced by a variety
of processes. They can be added to both the primary and the
secondary packages on a wide range of substrates.

Grade 3 Braille is a system that includes many additional
contractions, almost shorthand; it is not used for publication,
but is used mostly by individuals for their personal convenience.

Specifications for Braille

Pharmaceutical Braille Procedures set parameters to save costs
and enable achieve efficient production. The aim is to set clear
criteria and guidelines for:

Braille is a system where characters are represented as dots in
a basic block or a Braille cell that is two dots wide and three
dots tall. All characters are combinations of dots within this
framework or a cell. For Pharmaceutical Braille the Marburg
Medium Braille Specification are followed. To know more about
the specification in detail, visit https://www.pharmabraille.com/
pharmaceutical-Braille/marburg-medium-font-standard/

Pharmaceutical Braille guidelines recommend Grade 1 or the uncontracted Braille. PharmaBraille fonts are Grade 1 Braille.

•

Standardisation of fonts

•

Proper forming of Braille characters

•

Standardisation of positioning

•

Testing and controlling
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Standard for Braille fonts
Braille Cell Dimensions
It is recommended that
the Marburg Medium font
specification is used for
pharmaceutical packaging
and labels. Marburg Medium
details the size, spacing and
positioning of the Braille dots.
Pharmaceutical Braille fonts
follow this specification.

Braille Character Codes
Braille codes consist of
letters, numbers, punctuation,
symbols and special characters. Some parts of character sets
are common between countries whereas other parts differ, for
example, Latin versus other alphabets and accented letters.
In the artwork creation process, the Braille code set to be
used should be verified as appropriate for the country in
which the medicinal product is to be supplied. The Marketing
Authorisation Holder (MAH) and packaging supplier must
check all Braille artwork for current accuracy and relevance.
In addition the International Blindness Agencies Directory
can help to identify Braille organisations for each country; it
may be accessed at https://www.pharmabraille.com/support/
international-blindness-agencies-directory/. If multi-market,
multilingual packs are being produced with Braille text, the
correct character sets should be identified and included in
the artwork. Capitalisation should be avoided and trademark
symbols omitted as these take up unnecessary space.

Technical standards of the Braille form
Braille legibility
It is important that the Braille dots are produced strongly
enough for the blind person to identify the product. The Braille
cell dot height limits, agreed between the MAH and packaging
supplier, must be achieved to ensure Braille text legibility.
Braille cell dot height
The CEN Standard refers to a dot height target of 0,20 mm.

Standard Layout Specifications
It is necessary for the MAH and the packaging supplier to agree
the Braille text to be applied and its placement on the packaging
material.
Braille can be placed on any main side of a folding carton.
The ideal position from a production point of view is to have
the embossing on the side next to the glue flap. However,
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A single-pass process, embossing involves the use of a male die and a female die.
The substrate for the carton or the label is placed between two dies and a force
is applied to create the Braille dots. To achieve better economy, it is common and
economical to use tooling which both, embosses the Braille and cuts/creases the
substrate for the pack. Image: https://www.marbach.com/en/products/marbabraille

production set-ups vary, so the carton manufacturer should be
consulted before Braille artwork is completed.
The Braille may be positioned over printed text or graphic
elements, but should avoid areas containing creases, barcodes,
labels and perforations. It is suggested that the distance
from the edge of the dot to cutting lines, creasing lines, and
perforations should not be less than 8 mm.

Control of Artwork Files and Print Approvals
It is important that the print artwork and the Braille content are
clearly communicated on the packaging artwork. This needs to
be agreed between the MAH and the packaging supplier. Once
approved, the artwork should not be amended unless agreed
by all the parties. Formats for submission of artwork containing
Braille can vary for each regulatory authority.
There might be several layers of artwork to define the packaging
(e.g., text and graphics, Braille, die-line, varnish, anticounterfeiting measures). For clarity and verification, the colour
used to represent the Braille text should not be used in any
other place in the artwork.
The approval of the proof should confirm that the Braille
characters are correct. It is important that the local Braille
authority is consulted to ensure that the correct local Braille
characters have been used. A translation of the Braille text
may be reproduced outside the die-line for quality assurance
purposes.
It is recommended that digital approved artwork for Braille
packaging is established with separate layers or pages – in
particular for separating the Braille text from the printed
graphics and text, as Braille may be positioned on top of these

elements.For printed paper proofs it is recommended
that the approved artwork proof should be set up on
two pages: 1] the first page should carry all text, graphic
elements and die-lines; and 2] the Braille text and the dieline should be presented on the second page.
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To be continued...

Learn more from PAPER
The knowledge partner for this series of articles is
Pressman Academy, a Chennai-based print consultancy
with a service centre in Mumbai. Pressman Academy for
Print Education and Resources or PAPER is popular for
press calibration, pressroom standardisation, designing
workflow, implementing quality check process, conducting
seminars, conducting on-site teaching sessions for
operators and more. The Academy also maintains a
technical WhatsApp group – Print Quality Techniques. To
join the group send a request to pressmansolutions@
gmail.com or WhatsApp to 9962 247 365.
Braille can be placed on any main side of a folding carton. The ideal position from
a production point of view is to have the embossing on the side next to the glue
flap. However, production set-ups vary, so the carton manufacturer should be
consulted before Braille artwork is completed. Image: provided by the author



J. P. Printers

Gala No. 8, Chunilal Mehta Compound, Near Retiwala Industrial Estate, D.K.Cross Marg,
Ghodapdeo, Byculla, Mumbai - 400027

(SELL)

Epson SurePress
Digital Roll Form Label
Printing Machine
(Running Condition)

We Are In Planning To Sell Our Epson SurePress Digital Roll Form Printing Machine In Short Time.
Machine Has Following Features Which Are Listed Through Picture Also And Would
Like To Describe Too.

1. Its 7 Colour Digital Prinitng CMYK + ORANGE, WHITE & GREEN.
2. It Has Water Based Ink System.
3. It Can Print On Any Substrate Till 320microns.
4. Printing Speed 5metre Per Minute On Paper.
5. Good Quality Resolution Till 1440dpi on lm & 1080dpi on paper.
6. Unwinder Capacity 100kg Weight, 1000m Length, 600mm Diametre
With 76mm Inner Core.
7. 80*330.2mm Width In This Range
For More Details Contact :
Pravin Savla : 9821048882
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Be ‘grounded’, be safe
A power quality system analyst with over 30 years of industry expertise, Shridhar Visvanathan, Principal
Consultant of Online Systems and the Electronic and Electrical Safety Consultant for BMPA, is here to guide Print
Bulletin readers in efficiently and effectively handling power issues.
Earthing in electrical network plays a critical and significant
purpose for the safety and security of the equipment and
the human resource working with the equipment. The two
article series will detail the purpose and importance of
earthing, methods and measurements to achieve safe and
effective earthing connection for your electrical network.
The process of electrically connecting to the earth is
called ‘earthing’; In Europe, particularly, it is known as
‘grounding’.

The purpose of earthing or grounding
The safety for human life and equipment
•

To save human life from the danger of electrical shock
or blowing a fuse in an electrical network, that is, to
provide an alternative path for the fault current to flow
so that it will not endanger the user.

A crocodile clip attached to a wire provides earthing to the aircraft
on the airfield. Image: Vantey (copyleft), Wikipedia

•

To protect buildings, machinery and appliances under fault
conditions.

•

To provide safe path to dissipate the short circuit currents.

•

To provide stable platform for the operation of sensitive
electronic equipment. To maintain the voltage at any part of
an electrical system at a known value to prevent over current
or excessive voltage to the appliances or equipment

Over voltage protection
Line surges or unintentional contact with higher voltage lines
can cause dangerously high voltages to the electrical distribution
system. Earthing provides an alternative path around the
electrical system to minimise damages in the electrical system.
Voltage stabilisation (a common reference point)
There are many sources of electricity; every transformer can be
considered a separate source. If there was no common reference
point for all these voltage sources, it would be extremely difficult
to calculate their relationships to each other. The earth is the
most omnipresent conductive surface, hence, it was adopted in
the annals of electrical distribution systems as a nearly universal
standard for all electric systems.

Conventional methods of earthing
Plate-type Earthing
For the plate-type earthing, the normal practice is to use:
•
Cross-section of the earthing pit. Image: provided by the author
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Galvanised iron plate measuring 600 mm x 600 mm x 10 mm
or copper plate measuring 600 mm x 600 mm x 3.15 mm
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•

Plate buried at the depth of 8 feet in the vertical
position and GI strip of size 50 mm x 6 mm
bolted with the plate is brought up to the
ground level

These types of earth pit are generally filled with the
alternate layers of charcoal and salt up to four feet
from the bottom of the pit.
Pipe type Earthing
A typical power system
grounding scheme

For Pipe type earthing, normal practice is to use
GI pipe [C-class] of 75 mm diameter, 10 feet long
welded with 75 mm diameter GI flange having six
holes for the connection of earth wires and inserted
in ground by auger method. These types of earth
pit are also generally filled with alternate layer of
charcoal & salt or earth reactivation compound

Method for Construction of Earthing Pit
•

Excavation on earth for a normal earth pit size is 1.5
m x 1.5 m x 3.0 m

•

Use 600 mm x 600 mm x 10 mm GI Plate or bigger
size for more contact of earth and reduce earth
resistance

•

Make a mixture of wood coal, powder salt and sand
all in equal part

•

The salt percolates and coal absorbs water keeping
the soil wet

•

Coal is made of carbon which is a good conductor,
minimising the earth resistance

•

Salt acts as electrolyte to form conductivity between GI Plate,
coal and earth

•

Sand is used to form porosity to cycle water and humidity
around the mixture

•

Put GI Plate (earth plate) admeasuring 500 mm x 500 mm x 10
mm in the mid of mixture

•

Use Double GI Strip size 30 mm x 10 mm to connect GI Plate to
system earthling

•

It is be better to use GI Pipe of size 2.5” diameter with a flange
on the top of GI Pipe to cover GI Strip from earth plate to the
top flange

•

Cover the top of GI pipe with a T-joint to avoid clogging of
pipe with dust & mud and also pour
water time to time through this pipe
to bottom of earth plate
•
Maintain less than one Ohm
resistance from earth pit conductor to
a distance of 15 m around the earth
pit with another conductor dip in the
earth
•
Check voltage between
earth pit conductors to the neutral of
the mains supply 220V AC 50 Hz; it
should be at least 2.0 Volts less, 1.0
Volts less is the ideal
Notes: Author Shridhar V. wants to
acknowledge that the inputs were
first published in Electrical Notes and
Articles. Product images use in the
article are for representation only;
they should not be considered as
recommendations.

1.5 m copper earthing bars. Image: Barbirossa (CC3.0), Wikipedia
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vishful Thinking
In this column, our industry veteran vishwanath Shetty of The PrintWorks presents us his
tongue-in-cheek view of the recent political news.

Does the BCCI trust the integrity of Indian
cricketers?

cry for the loss of opportunity for the influential cricketers? Or is it
a vishful thinking to change the thinking of the BCCI?

On February 7, India’s celebrated cricketer Sunil Gavaskar wrote
about conflict of interest in his column Sunny Side Up. He cited
many examples. In the Under-19 Cricket World Cup match, when
Will Sutherford knocked back the off-stump of the Indian skipper

Humble farmer eats his humble pie

Kamal Hasan at book launch by Archistat_CC4_0

Prithvi Shaw, the cameras panned to focus on Sutherford’s
father James Sutherford and the Chief Executive Officer of
Cricket Australia. “He is lucky that he is not in India, or else he
would be a part of the convoluted controversy of interest that
Indian cricket is getting known for,” writes Mr Gavaskar. He then
talks of two more cricketers, Mark Waugh – the selector, and
Ricky Pointing – the coach for being the commentators. All these
international cricketers and their relatives are sharing an office
of profit; considered a conflict of interest in India. Mr Gavaskar
continues to write, “The Aussies show far more trust in the
integrity of their officials and former cricketers.” Is that a vishful
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Former Prime Minister (PM) of India, H.D. Deve Gowda once
called himself a humble farmer. On January 22, India Today
reported
that with the
elections
approaching, the
humble farmer
is propitiating
sundry divinities
to boost the
fortunes of
the Janata
Dal (Secular)
by organising
a 12-day Ati
Rudra Maha
Yagya at the
Sringeri mutt in
Chikkamagaluru
District in
Karnataka.
Vishful
politicians can
bribe anyone,
including the
almighty God, in
a not so humble a way!
Can you laugh it off?
On February 7, veteran member of parliament of Congress,
Renuka Chowdhury laughed vexatiously inside the house during
the speech of PM Narendra Modi. It was against the etiquettes
usually followed to maintain order in the house. Vice President
of India and the Chairperson of the Rajyasabha. Venkaiah Naidu
repeatedly requested Ms. Chowdhury to behave. PM Modi said
that the Honourable Chairman should not say anything to Ms
Chowdhury. In a matter of pointed rebuke, Mr Modi said, “it was
after a long time since Ramanad Sagar’s Ramayana was aired
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many years ago, did they get to hear such a laughter.”
Vishful media identified Ms Chowdhury as the sister of
Ravana. The other politicians alleged that the PM called
her Surpanakha. Women’s organisations declared the PM’s
comments against the dignity of women. If you carefully
examine the sequence of events, the politician to be
blamed is Minister of State for Home Affairs Kiren Rijiju. He
tweeted video clip describing Ms Chowdhury’s laughed as
vexatious, accompanied by a clip from Ramayana depicting
Surpanakha in a laughing pose. We wish neither the media
and nor the poloiticians were vishful of spreading the
hatred the way they did!!!

You just can’t have two bosses in a party… or
afraid of the shady saffron?

Mulla Nasruddin the trickster. The best loved jester in the world
is known for escaping from embarrassing situations using
his intelligence and humour. Though Mulla’s existence is not
proved historically, they offer great humour and lessons in life.

Stupid Fool
A learned scholar from the neighbouring village fixed a time to
debate certain issues with Mulla Nasruddin. The scholar arrived
at Nasuddin’s residence at the appointed time, only to see the
house locked.
The angry scholar thought it was an insult to any scholars
and wrote “STUPID FOOL” on the entrance door and left the
place. When Mulla returned home in the evening, he saw
the inscription on the door and realised his mistake. At the
same time he was offended with the remark on the door. He
went straight to the scholar’s house to apologise for his act of
omission.
Knocking on the scholar’s door, he apologised and said “My
friend please excuse me for not remembering my appointment
with you. I realise that you had come home, the moment I saw
your signature on the door”
The trickster that Mulla was, paid back for the insult, without
offending the scholar!

The political scenario in Tamil Nadu is getting interesting
with the two film stars wanting to start from the top rather
than work at the grass root level to understand the pulse
and the need of the common man. In such a situation
how can any of them play the second fiddle? Who will be
the boss…Kamal Hasan or Rajinikanth? Mr Hasan has
maintained that he would not hesitate to hold hands with
other parties to achieve a common goal. As he shared the
dais with Rajinikanth on many occasions, he gave a clear
indication that he and Rajinikanth may join hands. The
media reports on February 12, paint a contrary picture.
Reportedly Mr Hasan said that he would not join or support
Rajinikanth if he displayed any saffron shade. Is Mr Hasan
now vishful that he should now take the driver’s seat and
stop acting under other directors?

Armed Forces are above religion. Don’t lower
the dignity of our soldiers.
As per media reports on February 13, member of
parliament Asaduddin Owaisi questioned those who doubt
his patriotism as an Indian Muslim. He reportedly said,
“Five Kashmiri Muslims have laid down their lives. Why
aren’t you talking about it? This is a reminder to those who
question my integrity and love for the country.” Times
of India reported the statement by a General Officer in
Command of Indian Army on February 15: Indian Army is
a sarva dharma sthal and it is above religion.” Mr Owaisi’s
statement is an unfortunate yet excellent example of
vishfully misplaced priorities to gain political mileage!
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ITK’s india

Bharat ke Saare Mitron
Iqbal Kherodawala of Printline Reproductions holds a mirror up to us with his to-the-fact, yet
hilarious articles about our ‘typically Indian’ habits.

When we talk about the ‘quirkiness’ of Indians, there are a few
things so taken for granted, that we don’t even consider them
really quirky for a discussion. Most of us assume that this is the
only way they have to be, and they will ever be.
So if the sun comes up late during winters and sets early, or
if it rains and clogs Mumbai drains atleast thrice during the
entire monsoon, or if an Aamir Khan movie crosses 500 crores
in China?, or when a girl is stared, molested or raped in Delhi,
or if you see a temple dedicated to Rajanikanth, or if you see a
biker coming at you at breakneck speed from the wrong side, or
if it takes you 120 minutes to cross from Dadar to
Andheri Lokhandwala between 5-8 pm, nobody
sees anything ‘quirky’ about it.

you are driven out of power, you make the life of your
state very sweet by adding Rabri in their diet.
•

It is not quirky, but very normal to have ‘Elephantine’
statues all over the state and inspite of being the CM,
you harp on being a person from the Deserving Caste.
Your ‘Maya’ might lose its charm after just one term, but
you continue to have dreams of grandeur. This is so very
normal.

•

It is very normal to have grandiose dialectal deliberations
in British Society on our misplaced heritage and whinge

Similarly, if I start my article about the quirkiness
of Indian politics, most of my readers might
probably stop reading from this point onwards,
because what these politicians do and how they
behave is so naturally accepted and adored by us,
that we hardly consider it worth discussing as a
subject. So for this New Year, I am going to list out
a few, very ‘Normal traits’ of our esteemed and
revered politicians which, for the want of a better
word, the rest of you might choose to call quirky.
Normal is when you promise 15 lakhs in every
account, promise that Black money will be totally
eliminated from India, GST is the elixir of every
problem facing Indian businesses and that the best
way to make this country great is by visiting other
countries. This is not quirky.
•

It is normal to be the muscle behind the great
man, to be the Machiavelli who controls
every string, it is normal for judges who try
your case to conveniently ‘disappear’ and it is
equally normal for your son to amass millions.
This is definitely not quirky.

•

It is extremely normal to keep a ‘Maun Vrat’ for the time that
you are in office, and suddenly discover your voice once the
Italian Soprano lets you go. Until that time, it is normal to let
the entire nation go to the dogs whilst you become the lap
dummy to Ramdas Padhye, the famous ventriloquist.

•

It is very very normal to raise your brood of many children
not on wholesome food, but on wholesome fodder and when
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about the ‘Cattle Class Syndrome’ when you are back
home. It is also very customary to try and ‘Mehr’y another
woman even whilst your own is still thriving and flexing.
So what if she won’t be alive and kicking very soon.
•

Isn’t it also extremely normal to not leave your post
‘Bhishma Pitamah’ like and stick around, even if you are
unceremoniously kicked out of the PM choice, kicked out
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of the Sugar lobby,
kicked out of BCCI,
kicked out of the
state politics, kicked
out so often that
your mouth has lost
shape. It is definitely
not quirky.
•

•

•

•

It is also extremely
normal to fight for
‘Aapla Maanus’ whilst
your children study
in Convent schools
and travel abroad for
higher studies. It is
also normal to want
to assume that you
are a king-maker in
local politics even
if you are not even
a praja-maker. And
you are definitely
normal to want the
local aapla maanus to do all the ‘demeaning’ work, like taxi
driving, hawking,etc that those poor ‘bhaiyyas’ have been
doing since time immemorial.
This is definitely not quirky. You are doddering beyond your
fruitful years, you no longer matter in national politics, your
only claim to fame is having brought this wonderful nation
of multiple hues to its knees by ‘charioting’ across the length
of the nation and taught divisive politics to the nation of the
Mahatma. And yet, you harbour the feelings of leading this
nation. This is surely normal.
Now, some more normal. It is definitely normal to become
the 2nd bahu after the imported bahu to want to be in
active politics. You assume that just because the nation
adored you as the ‘Smile’ of the ‘KKK’ brand of television,
you can upstage anyone and everyone who is far senior and
far more experienced in politics. It is normal to not, accept
that India is a great leveller.
Of course it is also very normal to be the ‘Daddy’ of eastern
India by becoming the ‘Didi’ of the masses. You are very
confident that even if you say ‘Tata’ to the most ethical

business families of India, you will still be in power by
kicking off the doddering and ancient communists who
refused to change with the times. And ofcourse it is normal
to use goondas to shut anyone who is a critic.
•

It is definitely extremely normal to have a name which
literally means ‘Softie’, but whilst you ruled, every
crook, every bandit, every local goonda had a field day.
Businessmen amassed illegal money by taking your ‘sahara’
and you chose to believe that whatever you do, you can
only go UP.

This country of 120 billion can do nothing but pretend that
everything is Normal. The wonderful people whom we have
chosen so heartily, have made us forget what is actually normal.
A desensitised nation which cannot distinguish between what is
normal and what is not cannot talk about just economic growth
and disregard cultural and ethical growth. Quirky is in.....but
only when it is backed by a strong backbone of human values.
And that is why a Quirky Trump can only do so much harm in a
nation backed by a strong voice of Normal people.
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